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WHY DO WE GATHER?
Water challenges are often highly complex, encompassing not only

technical and engineering issues, but questions of governance, power,
consumption and society. If we are to navigate our way through the large
number of hugely interdependent challenges we now face, then our ability
to convene and work skilfully and cross-disciplinarily on water issues will be
an apt barometer for our chances of success.
Waterlution offers the Water Innovation Lab as a gathering place for building
community. In our 12 years working in the field, we have found that many
young professionals, within (and beyond) the water sector, feel alone in their
daily work and are looking for a community where they can be reminded
why their water work is important to them. Blending together practical inputs
on innovation, facilitation and leading in complexity, Water Innovation Labs
provide a solid grounding in a skillset and mindset which will be essential to
working in water in the twenty first century.
The first Water Innovation Lab in Europe (WILEurope) offered a 5 day
capacity-building deep-dive for engaged young professionals (18-35 yrs
old) in the water space. 50 exceptional young leaders and experts looking
for creative solutions to our complex water resource challenges converged
in Comrie Croft, Perthshire - Scotland from October 4 to 9, 2015.
“The objective of an Innovation Lab is to achieve breakthrough, system-shifting innovations
through the transformation of individual and collective patterns of seeing, thinking, and
acting.” Karen Kun, Waterlution Executive Director and Co-Founder

QUICK FACTS
WILCanada 2010; 250 participants
WILCanada 2013; 100 participants

2010

WILEurope 2015 - Scotland;

50 participants
400 young leaders overall have

been trained at WILs

Over 20 projects overall have been

2013

incubated through WILs
WILEurope alone incubated 9
projects over 5 days
Global Expansion & next WILs:
WILCalifornia - WILChile - WILEurope
Netherlands - WILBrazil - WILIndia

2015

“When we get together as
professionals or students of water
it is all too often in the setting of
an academic conference or
trade show. Nobody goes into
the world of 'water' for riches and
fame and yet the well-spring of
enthusiasm and optimism can be
easily diminished if we don't
occasionally get together with
others to remind ourselves WHY.
In our increasingly-heavily
populated planet whose climate
is changing and where we place
ever-greater demands on our
scarce fresh water resources, we
need educated, capable and
most of all motivated individuals
who can work to ensure that
those resources are managed in
the best possible way. I haven't
seen a better forum for topping
up on motivation than WIL.”- WIL
2015 participant

NEXT GENERATION WATERPRENEURS
As emerging leaders in the water field, whatever their
background, these young people are the culture shift. Within
work, they are already hitting the barriers of old power and
bureaucratic, top down structures, yet so much of how they
live is distributed, networked and peer to peer. Despite that,
they are still being schooled into silos of expertise, and many
participants were initially unable to see the relevance of the
‘soft’ skills and experience being offered at WIL. Over the
process, however, there was a gradual dawning for many
that relationships, connection building and communication
are just as critical to advancing innovative water work and
ideas, as knowing the content is.

“I inhabit a world of Key Performance Indicators and
Metrics and Targets. Most of these are short-term and
monetary in nature or have other narrow definitions. It
was refreshing to be out of that space for a few days
and remember why I work in the Water Innovation
space, to feel a little bit of the love that took me there
in the first instance. To be able to help kindle that in
others is a privilege.”- WIL 2015 participant

PARTICIPANT PROFILES
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Participants at WILEurope represented
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over
countries from within and
outside of Europe: Scotland, Germany,
Brazil, Spain, Canada, England,
Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Hungary,
France, Mexico, United States, Guatemala,
Argentina, Sierra Leone.
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Participants
attended mostly
out of interest in
moving new
ideas forward
(86%), to develop
as leaders (58%)
and to renew
their passion
for working in
the water sector
(47%).

“WIL got me thinking on a whole new
wavelength. I had been starting to feel
pessimistic about my job prospects and the
state of water/environment in the world. After
collaborating with everyone, I have started to
realize that I can be an innovator; all I need
are the right tools.” - WIL 2015 participant

SOCIAL CAPITAL
Pre-WILEurope 95%
indicated they either
did not know any or
knew only some
people attending the
lab.

7%
24%

5%

69%

93% plan to stay in
touch; 69% plan to
stay in touch with a
few people that they
really connected with;
24% intend to stay in
touch with most
people.

95%

100%

Post-WILEurope
indicated they now know many or almost
everyone who participated.

76% indicated they
built an equal mix of
professional and
personal
relationships.
21% only personal
3% only professional

3%
21%
76%

Out of various forms of communication, most
people indicated they will be mostly using Twitter,
Facebook and in person meetings to stay in touch.

“While the ‘realist’s' approach to
environmental issues can make people
understand the gravity of certain situations,
thinking about the seriousness of our global
environmental predicament makes me want
to stay in bed all day, whereas seeing the level
of hope, motivation and leadership held by
others in the field makes me want to join in
and make changes!” - WIL 2015 participant

17%

CAPACITY BUILDING & INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
Skills participants find to be most valuable
at WILEurope:

86%

Leadership

Highly to extremely willing
to work and/or collaborate
with the colleagues they
met at WIL.

Facilitation
Interdisciplinarity
Innovation
Networking

Expanded their network
into at least a few other
sectors as a result of
WIL.

83%

17% 7%

14%
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Post-WIL, we saw a 6%
increase in participants’
exposure to new water
ideas/projects or
innovations.
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Post WIL Confidence in
Facilitation

76%

Post-WIL

Post-WIL, 76% felt high confidence
levels to use their facilitation skills in
the water space to achieve stronger
outcomes/innovations/collaborations;
17% indicated somewhat readiness,
7% were not ready yet.

“My confidence is back where I want it to be. I
came to WIL after feeling down for a long time
and terrified of pursuing my dreams to the point
of paralysis. In truth, this lab saved me. I relished
meeting new, like-minded people and having
the opportunity to do this out in the countryside,
re-connecting with the land was an experience
I will never forget.” - WIL 2015 participant

RETURN ON INVESTMENT & IMPACT
We saw a 14% increase postWIL in participants finding
extremely high value for the
monetary expenditure they
made to attend WILEurope
(from 34% thinking it was
extremely high value pre-WIL
to 48% post-WIL).

48

86% are highly to

24% Highly to extremely willing
to work and/or collaborate
with the colleagues they
met at WIL.
Thought WIL had moderate to
high potential impact on the
larger water system.

76%

36

extremely willing to
attend another WIL in
the future.

14%

28%

Are extremely willing to attend
a future WIL

58%
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Waterlution is grateful to funders who made the attendance fee
for participants accessible so they are able to receive the value
this experience had to offer in return. It has been a challenge to
foster openness to experiment at the intersection of water work
and the social innovation space, yet this Water Innovation Lab
was largely a success in its ability to fill this gap. We have been,
and will continue to focus on creating a new water culture of
social innovation and ‘waterpreneurs’- what we believe is most
needed to lead in a future we all want to see.

“All of a sudden, I started thinking of my
knowledge as more useful, and myself as a more
valuable asset to a team. I always saw myself as
younger, less experienced and less knowledgeable
than everyone else in my field, but now I realize
that I have real skills, and what I needed was more
confidence and the tools to bring those skills into a
collaborative work space.” - WIL 2015 participant

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
The Water Innovation Lab speaks to the best of what is possible as we move forward in our
water work. It is neither young nor old, it is not solely science nor relational. It is a ‘yes, and..’
as a practice and as a way of working together. If water is a mirror, then processes and spaces
like the Water Innovation Lab reflect what is being called for right now and the possibility of a
future which ‘could be’.
Going forward, as Waterlution is currently developing global partnerships for WIL, we are
focused on improving how we communicate better what we do to cross-sector practitioners
and cross-discipline participants. WIL thrives on the participation of multi-disciplinary,
multi-generational individuals. Instead of top down knowledge givers, this reciprocal
dynamic and multi-generational conversations on water, with youth and experience
delicately balanced, invites the most inspiring learning exchange from both.

WHAT’S NEXT?
We are working on building the global expansion of the
Water Innovation Labs. So do stay in touch!
Follow us on the social media links below and share
your ideas on what you’d like to see in future WILs. We
welcome your feedback and collaborations to curate an
even better experience for our future water leaders.
They are whom we invest in - we want to make sure
we invest in them in the best way we can.

Waterlution Canada
Water Innovation Lab

Waterlution
WILEurope15

Waterlution Group

Waterlution

THANK YOU
WILEurope was organized by Canadian organization
Waterlution, with funding support from Scottish Government
and Scottish Water, and with collaboration from the
organizations listed below. We thank all WILEurope partners,
participants and Resource Guests for making this gathering a
unique and memorable experience for everyone.
Report contributions were made by Bronagh Gallagher, Dona
Geagea, Tatiana Glad and Karen Kun. Report is designed by
Dona Geagea.
For more info, please contact Karen Kun, Executive Director
and Co-founder, at: karen@waterlution.org or visit:
www.waterlution.org

“The amount of positive energy
and hope that was present in
every facet of the WIL was
tangible, and it spurred people to
make connections, share ideas,
help each other and become
involved in one another's
initiatives. That was truly inspiring
to see, and even more than a
month after the event's
conclusion, that is still something I
am carrying with me.”
Devon Hardy- participant, WIL 2015
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